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COLLABORATIVE  LEADERSHIP  ASSESSMENT— CLA 
Engaging your leaders effectively in transformation processes 

Is your organization ready to transform? 

It‘s a fact: Leaders need a shared under-
standing and commitment to achieve suc-
cessful change and transformation. 

Our Collaborative Leadership Assessment is 
unique to Human Facts and will provide you 
and your organization with an independent 
snapshot about the collaborative leadership 
power among your leaders — the «value of we» 
of your leadership community. 

Evaluate your «value of we» with the CLA 

For effective collaborative efforts leaders 
need to have an aligned understanding about 
the organization‘s direction, and a shared 
commitment to this direction - across all hier-
archical, geographical and functional bounda-
ries. 

Complete our Online-Questionnaire with 38 
rating questions (German and English) to ana-
lyze the degree and nature of the leadership 
alignment among your leaders.  

It informs you how “ready” you are for effec-
tively implementing strategy, for example at 
the beginning of a transformation process. 

Your Assessment Partner 

HUMAN FACTS AG 
The Art and Science of  
Multi-Stakeholder Engagement  

As a Swiss-based management consultancy, 
we have specialized over the last 10 years in 
crafting strategy-oriented collaborative en-
gagement processes. Particularly, when it 
comes to company-wide change and transfor-
mation initiatives involving various stakehold-
ers. 

Interested to find out more? 
Contact us today to see how we can help.  
We look forward to hearing from you!  

welcome@human-facts.com 

How to use and benefit from our CLA 

Are you about to kick-off a change or trans-
formation initiative? Are you deep into one 
and would like to evaluate and refresh it? 
Are you looking for how to move from 
hierarchical to agile leadership? 

Our CLA is a standardized stand-alone online-
engagement survey which builds on our own 
research. We  offer to drive the whole analysis 
process for you from start to finish:   

_ Conducting the CLA-Online-Survey 
among your leader community  

_ Supporting you in communication and 
providing user-support where needed 

_ Comprehensive report, including executive 
summary and recommendation for actions 

_ 2-hours presentation and discussion with 
board of sponsors  


